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 Galerie de la Ville presents a retrospective of landscape and figure drawings and figurative sculptures by the late 

Paul Rosenbaum. Rosenbaum, professionally a graphic artist, devoted much of his personal life to honing his skills as a 

visual artist, beginning with studies at Concordia University with such professors as Peter Krause, Marion Wagshal and 

Guido Molinari.  

 From the studio he rented on L’Esplanade Street in Montreal, he alternated between his commercial graphics 

work and pursuing his many other artistic interests, sketching, carving, and eventually sculpting in plaster and wax among 

them.  A favourite subject for his image making was the view from his window which overlooked mount Royal Park; he 

drew many pastel versions of it and other favourite natural places, many also on site. 

 Rosenbaum later relocated to a shared studio on Dominique Street, a larger space that allowed him to pursue his 

other interest, life drawing, and he participated in life drawing sessions with other artists, specifically with a group 

organized by Gay Rowland. Explorations with different media like ink, graphite and pastel form a large part of his body of 

works from that period. It is Morton Rosengarten who encouraged him to work from the life model to create sculptures, 

which rekindled his interest and introduced him to techniques for cement and bronze casting. 

 On display in this exhibition will be a series of Rosenbaum’s pastel drawing of parkscapes, some nude studies on 

paper and sculptures in cement, wood and other media that he created over his life. 

 Paul Rosenbaum was born in Montreal on November 21, 1949 and passed on March 15, 2018 as he was 

preparing for this exhibition with the continued support of his wife Elizabeth Tordjman, his children Cynthia and Phil, and 

his good friend David Astrof who has also contributed as invited co-curator. What was to be a first solo has become a 

tribute retrospective to which everyone who knew him is especially invited.  

 The opening reception for this exhibition will be held on Sunday, April 29, 2018 from 1 to 3 p.m. The artist’s 

family will be present.  

 The exhibition will run from Saturday, April 28 to Sunday, May 27, 2018 at Galerie de la Ville, located in the 

lower level of the Dollard Cultural Centre, at 12001 De Salaberry Boulevard, in Dollard des Ormeaux. Opening hours are 

Tuesdays to Fridays from 12 to 4 p.m., and Saturdays and Sundays from 1 to 4 p.m. except for Sundays of opening 

receptions when the gallery opens from 1 to 3 p.m. 

  For further information, or to arrange free, guided tours of this exhibition for your group of six or more people, 

please call 514-684-1012, extension 298. For information about the Galerie or to submit proposals for exhibitions, please 

consult our web site: www.dollardartcentre.com and select the ‘gallery’ option. 
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